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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Hi, I just want to say Thank You for your support in my endeavor 

to become your Zone Chair for 18West. I want to Thank Lion 

Dick and Fred for picking me to run. 

 

I was elected at the A16 Convention which was held in Halibur-

ton this year, Our annual convention was held  April 30, May 1, 

May 2nd at the beautiful resort called Pinestone. 

 

We had an great turnout for this convention, Lion Jim Doak, Lion 

Lorrain, Lion Fred Sheehy, Lion Dick Peel, Lion Clare, Lion Grace Medland, Lion John Bell, 

Lion David Galloway, Lion Mandy, Lion Nirmala, Myself, Lion Ken Harris, Lion Tom Goldring, 

Lion Ken Drynan, Lion George McKelvey, and Lion Carl Vanseader, I just want to Say a Big 

Thank you for showing off our Great Support at the A16 Convention. 

 

Friday, we had a series of skits which were excellent and entertaining, Saturday, started off 

with cloudy skies, as we gathered in the Parking lot  away from the Resort to assemble our 

wagons and banners for the Parade. Each Lions Club float in the A16 region was to bypass the 

Dignataries box. Well as we started the clouds opened up, drenching us from head to foot, 

but we pressed on and finished the parade. It was fun. 

 

After the parade there were reports to be had by the previous executive branch and their 

findings.  This was followed by an great dinner . 

 

Sunday was the day of voting,  followed by a great brunch and then home. 

 

I want to thank George and his social committee in this endeavor. Lion Dave Galloway won 

again this year the outstanding bulletin award for A16. Congratulations Dave and staff. 

 

I want to thank Jack McBride and Larry Tod on their Golf Tournament coming up and for 

John Styles on his Cruise draw coming up and for those who have supported lion John in this 

endeavour. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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IN THIS ISSUE 

Bits and Bytes 

Pathways for Children, Youth and Families of York Region presents 

Pathways to Wine 2010 

Thursday, June 10, 2010 

 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. 

A Charity Wine Tasting and Silent Auction Event on behalf of Pathways 

for Children, Youth and Families of York Region. Hosted at Ballentrae 

Golf and Country Club. 

Prestigious Orpheus Choir Performs at St. Andrew’s United Church 

June 6, 2010 

The Orpheus Choir of Toronto has earned a reputation as ―one of To-

ronto's most distinguished and important choirs‖ (Larry Beckwith, 

WholeNote Magazine).

The 200th Year Anniversary Parade and Celebration of Cavalry in Ontario 

Saturday, June 12, 2010 

10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Location: Markham Museum 

A parade and celebration honouring 200 years of cavalry in Ontario dating 

from 1810 with the formation of Buttons cavalry troop in Markham. 

A must attend event with the Governor Generals Horse Guards Cavalry 

Squadron, Military Band and much more, of interest to the entire family. 

34th Annual  

  USA/Canada Lions 

    Leadership Forum  

  September 23-25, 2010 

  Milwaukee, Wisconsin  

Canadian Cancer Society 

Relay For Life 

Friday, June 18 - Saturday, June 19, 2010 

 

Markham Fair Grounds 

Markham Village Music Festival 

Friday, June 18 & Saturday, June 19, 2009 

This 32nd Anniversary Festival will feature multicultural foods and en-

tertainment from around the world and will highlight the different cul-

tures in the Taste of Markham Food showcase, BARKHAM Dog & Pet 

show, along with entertainment from around the world. There will be 

cultural and craft booths, five stages of entertainment, live performers, 

and Markham Village Carnival Rides and Games. 
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THE ROVING EYE 
PART ONE 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PHOTO CONTEST 

Every Lion (from a club in good 

standing) can enter a photograph of 

his or her immediate surroundings 

into the club-level Lions Environ-

mental Photo Contest. 

The purpose of the photo contest is 

to showcase the beauty of nature. In 

1972, Lions Clubs International made 

a commitment to protecting the envi-

ronment. 

Entry Guidelines 

Lions can enter photographs of their 

environment in one of the following 

five categories: 

 Animal life (without people in 

the photograph) 

 Plant life (without people in the 

photograph) 

 Urban or natural landscape 

(without people in the photo-

graph) 

 Weather phenomenon 

(without people in the photo-

graph) 

 Lions Move to Grow Green 

(photos of Lions performing an 

environment project) 

 

Winning club-level photographs will 

advance to the district, multiple dis-

trict, and international competitions. 

Registered attendees of the Lions 

international convention will vote 

for the six (includes Best of 

Show) international photo contest 

winners. The six photos will appear 

on our Contest Winners page. The 

six Lions photographers will receive 

an award. 

Photo Contest Rules  

Lions from clubs in good standing can 

enter an original, unaltered, black-and

-white or color photo (without peo-

ple) of the environment of their Li-

ons club in the following 2009-10 

Lions Environmental Photo Contest 

categories: 

· Animal Life 

· Landscape (Urban or natural) 

· Plant Life 

· Weather Phenomenon 

The special annual theme category is: 

· Lions Move to Grow Green - pho-

tos of Lions in action implementing a 

Lions environment project. 

The impartial judging of photos 

should focus on originality, artistic 

merit, and portrayal of the environ-

mental theme. 

· LIONS CLUBS select and submit 

one winning photo to the district. 

· LIONS DISTRICTS select and sub-

mit one winning photo to the multi-

ple district. 

January 15, 2010 is the suggested 

deadline for districts to submit one 

8‖ x 10‖ (20.3 x 25.4 cm) printed 

photo to the multiple district. 

· LIONS MULTIPLE DISTRICTS se-

lect and submit one winning photo to 

the international contest. March 1, 

2010 is the deadline for multiple dis-

tricts to submit one 8‖ x 10‖ (20.3 x 

25.4 cm) printed photograph and an 

official entry form (available on the 

Lions Web site) signed by the council 

chairperson to Lions Headquarters. 

· LIONS CLUBS INTERNATIONAL 

will display multiple district-level en-

tries at the annual Lions international 

convention. Registered convention 

attendees will vote for their favorite 

photos. An award will be presented 

to the winning photographers. The 

six (the five category winners and the 

Best of Show) winning photos will 

appear on the Lions Web site. 

Multiple District Entry Form 

   Available from International web-

site 

Wall Calendar 

 

A 2010 Lions Environmental Photo 

Contest Wall Calendar featuring 37 

2008-09 Lions Environmental Photo 

Contest multiple district entries is 

available for purchase (US$5 

each). For information, contact: pro-

grams@lionsclubs.org. 

Editor’s note:  It is too late to enter this contest this year.  However some photographs were submitted and judged for the A16  

Convention and winners announced.  Given the number of photographers in this club, one could anticipate some entries. 

http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/member-center/planning-projects/community-environment/lions-green-team/environmental-photo-contest/programs-cult-contest-winners.php
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/common/pdfs/contest_official_rules.pdf
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/common/pdfs/contest_md_entry_form.pdf
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/common/pdfs/iad222.pdf#2010%20Lions%20Environmental%20Photo%20Contest%20Calendar
http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/common/pdfs/iad222.pdf#2010%20Lions%20Environmental%20Photo%20Contest%20Calendar
mailto:programs@lionsclubs.org
mailto:programs@lionsclubs.org
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LCIF / PHOTO OF THE WEEK 

Editor’s note:  This picture is 

the photo of the week on the 

Lions Clubs International 

Blog. 

 

We received this week’s photo 

of dog guide puppies at the 

Lions Foundation of Canada 

Dog Guide Training Center 

from Lion Bob Charlton via 

our group on Flickr. The Cen-

ter provides dog guides and 

special skills dogs for the 

blind, deaf, people with special 

afflictions and autistic chil-

dren.  

New Year, New Decade, New Look for LCIF 

 

February 22, 2010, Oak Brook, Illinois, USA – Lions Clubs International Foundation has a new look, which includes an 

updated logo and repositioned brand image. This refined image is compelling and helps to clearly and effectively com-

municate the value of the Foundation to both the external community and the Lions. 

This repositioning will better define the foundation and its program, enabling 

both Lions and the external community to better understand and retain our mes-

sages. It also better complements the new look and messaging of LCI. This is part 

of a larger initiative which includes key mes- sages, color schemes, graphics and re-

freshed logos.  

 

Over the past year, LCIF has sought the input of Lions at all levels through 

online surveys and in-person sessions con- ducted at area Forums and the Interna-

tional Convention. The foundation hired Blue Silver, Inc. to assist with strategy, 

development and implementation. They previously designed the Leo logos and materials, as well as branding for the 

Lions Eye Health Program (LEHP) and Lions Quest. They have a strong background in development of a unified brand 

image and long term strategies as well as an unbiased, outside perspective. 

A banker is someone who lends you an umbrella when the sun is shining, and who asks for it back when it start to 

rain. 

A celebrity is someone who works hard all his life to become known and then wears dark glasses to avoid being 

recognised. 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/lionsclubsorg/
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MACULAR DEGENERATION 

Age Related Macular Degeneration - Overview 

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a progressive retinal disease, usually occurring at age 55 years or older, with 

multiple environmental and genetic factors. AMD is divided into early and late stages.  

Early AMD is often called the "dry" form of the disease, while late or more severe disease progression is often referred 

to as "wet" AMD.  

Dry AMD 

Dry AMD, the early and more common, and (typically) milder form of AMD, accounts for 85% to 90% of all cases. Early 

AMD is characterized by good vision and the presence of drusen and/or pigment epithelial changes with variable risk of 

progression to late disease. One key identifier for AMD is the collection of small, round, white-yellow, fatty deposits 

called drusen in the central part of the retina, the macula. Drusen accumulate in the Retina Pigment Epithelium (RPE) 

tissue beneath the macula and the macula thins and dries out. 

The amount of vision loss is related to the location and amount of macular thinning caused by the drusen. Sometimes 

abnormal new blood vessels form (so called choroidal neovascularization - see website). It is therefore important for 

individuals with dry AMD to have their eyes examined regularly, because the dry form may eventually develop into the 

wet form.  

Wet AMD 

Late, or wet, AMD is characterized by loss of central vision caused by geographic atrophy, neovascularization or pigment 

epithelial detachment. Wet AMD can rapidly damage the macula and result in a very quick loss of central vision.  Al-

though the wet form of AMD accounts for only 10 - 15% of all AMD, the risk of severe sight loss is much greater. Wet 

AMD is responsible for 90% of cases of severe vision loss associated with AMD. It is caused by the growth of abnormal 

blood vessels, or choroidal neovascularization (CNV), under the macula. These abnormal vessels leak fluid and blood 

into the tissue at the back of the eye, causing a blister to form in the retina. The resulting scar tissue leads first to distor-

tion and eventually to loss of central vision. Wet AMD can rapidly damage the macula and result in a very quick loss of 

central vision. 

Classic AMD 

Based upon the pattern of the blood vessel leakage, your doctor may classify your wet AMD as "classic" or "occult". In 

pure classic CNV, the blood vessels that are involved can be seen distinctly. In the pure occult form, it is impossible to 

locate the leaking vessels. Often patients present a combination of both occult and classic CNV with a portion showing a 

defined site of leakage and another portion being obscured. 

Age Related Macular Degeneration - or AMD - is an eye disease that causes loss of central vision, 

leaving only peripheral, or side, vision intact. It usually does not lead to total blindness, but rather may 

cause foggy or blurred central vision and varying degrees of usable peripheral vision. Whether you 

have the more common "dry" (or early) form of AMD, or the more severe (late stage) "wet" form, it 

is important to know the facts about AMD and what you can do to make the most of your sight. In-

formation on early detection, timely treatment, comprehensive rehabilitation and support services, as 

well as new prevention suggestions are available on several web sites.. 
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THE LIGHTER SIDE  

There was this guy at a bar, just look-

ing at his drink. He stays like that for 

half of an hour.  

 

Then, this big trouble-making truck 

driver steps next to him, takes the 

drink from the guy, and just drinks it 

all down. The poor man starts crying. 

The truck driver says, "Come on man, 

I was just joking. Here, I'll buy you 

another drink. I just can't stand to see 

a man cry."  

 

"No, it's not that. This day is the 

worst of my life. First, I fall asleep, and 

I go late to my office. My boss, outra-

geous, fires me. When I leave the 

building, to my car, I found out it was 

stolen. The police said that they can 

do nothing. I get a cab to return 

home, and when I leave it, I remem-

ber I left my wallet and credit cards 

there. The cab driver just drives 

away."  

 

"I go home, and when I get there, I 

find my wife in bed with the gardener. 

I leave home, and come to this bar. 

And just when I was thinking about 

putting an end to my life, you show up 

and drink my poison."  

Two men were walking home after a 

party and decided to take a shortcut 

through the cemetery just for laughs. 

Right in the middle of the cemetery they 

were startled by a tap-tap-tapping noise 

coming from the misty shadows. Trem-

bling with fear, they found an old man 

with a hammer and chisel, chipping away 

at one of the headstones.  

 

"Holy cow, Mister," one of them said 

after catching his breath, "You scared us 

half to death -- we thought you were a 

ghost! What are you doing working here 

so late at night?"  

 

"Those fools!" the old man grumbled. 

"They misspelled my name!"  

 

A young reporter went to a retire-

ment home to interview an aged but 

legendary explorer. The reporter 

asked the old man to tell him the 

most frightening experience he had 

ever had.  

 

The old explorer said, "Once I was 

hunting Bengal tigers in the jungles of 

India. I was on a narrow path and my 

faithful native gunbearer was behind 

me. Suddenly the largest tiger I have 

ever seen leaped onto the path in 

front of us. I turned to get my 

weapon only to find the native had 

fled. The tiger leapt toward me with a 

mighty ROARRRR! I soiled myself."  

 

The reporter said, "Under those cir-

cumstances anyone would have done 

the same."  

 

The old explorer said, "No, not then - 

just now when I went 

''''ROARRRR!''''"  

Donald Rumsfeld gave the president his 

daily briefing. He concluded by saying: 

"Yesterday, 3 Brazilian soldiers were 

killed."  

 

"OH NO!" the president exclaimed. 

"That's terrible!"  

 

His staff was stunned at this display of 

emotion, nervously watching as the presi-

dent sat, his head in his hands.  

 

Finally, the president looked up and 

asked, "Just how many is a brazillion?"  

 

Attending a wedding for the first time, 

a little girl whispered  

to her mother, "Why is the bride 

dressed in white?"  

 

"Because white is the color of happi-

ness and today is the  

happiest day of her life." Her mother 

tried to explain, keeping  

it simple.  

 

The child thought about this for a 

moment, then said, "So, why  

is the groom wearing black?"  

If a turtle doesn't have a shell, is he 

homeless or naked?  

If quitters never win and winners 

never quit, what fool came up with, 

"Quit while your ahead"?! 

 If a man is standing in the middle of the 

forest speaking and there is no woman 

around to hear him - Is he still wrong?  

Good health is merely the slowest 

possible rate at which one can die. 

The problem with the gene pool is that 

there is no lifeguard.  

There are two kinds of pedestrians... 

the quick and the dead.  

Lead me not into temptation (I can find 

the way myself).  

Kids in the back seat cause accidents; 

accidents in the back seat cause kids.  

Never knock on Death's door; ring the 

doorbell and run (he hates that).  

"Looking back over the years that 

we've been together, I can't help but 

wonder:... -- What was I thinking?"  

 

"Congratulations on your wedding day!... -

- Too bad no one likes your wife."  

 

"How could two people as beautiful as 

you.... -- have such an ugly baby?"  

 

"I've always wanted to have someone to 

hold, someone to love... -- After having 

met you, I've changed my mind."  

 
"I must admit, you brought Religion in 

my life... -- I never believed in Hell 

until I met you."  
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A16 PARADE PICTURES 

See President’s comments in Presi-

dent’s message.   Pictures are 

courtesy of Lion Grace. Governor’s 

Ball Pictures fror a future Jungle 

Talk. 
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THE GOSPEL  ACCORDING TO 

 ST.  TITLEIST 

 

1. Eighteen holes  of match play will teach you more about 

your foe than 18 years of dealing with  him across a desk. 

—Grantland Rice 

2. Golf appeals to  the idiot in us and the child. Just how 

childlike golf players become is  proven by their frequent 

inability to count past  five. — John  Updike 

3. It is almost  impossible to remember how tragic a place 

the world is when one is playing  golf. — Robert  Lynd 

4. If profanity  had any influence on the flight of the ball, the 

game of golf would be played  far better than it is. — 

Horace G.  Hutchinson 

5. They say golf  is like life, but don't believe them.  Golf is 

more complicated than  that. — Gardner  Dickinson 

6. If a lot of  people gripped a knife and fork as poorly as 

they do a golf club, they'd  starve to death. — Sam  Snead 

7 Golf is a day  spent in a round of strenuous idleness. — 

William  Wordsworth 

8. If you drink,  don't drive.  Don't even putt. — Dean  Mar-

tin 

9. If you are  going to throw a club, it is important to throw 

it ahead of you, down  the fairway, so you  don't have to 

waste energy going back to pick it up.—Tommy  Bolt 

10. Man blames  fate for all other accidents, but feels per-

sonally responsible when he makes a  hole-in-one.— 

Bishop  Sheen 

11. I don't say my  golf game is bad, but if I grew tomatoes, 

they'd come up  sliced. — Arnold  Palmer 

 

12. My handicap?  Woods and irons.  — Chris  Codiroli 

13. The ardent  golfer would play Mount Everest if some-

body would put a flag stick on  top. — Pete  Dye 

14. I'm hitting  the woods just great, but having a terrible 

time getting out of  them! — Buddy  Hackett 

15. The only time  my prayers are never answered is playing 

golf. — Billy  Graham 

16. If you think  it's hard to meet new people, try picking up 

the wrong golf  ball.—Jack  Lemmon 

17. It's good  sportsmanship to not pick up lost golf balls 

while they are still  rolling.  — Mark  Twain  

18. Don't play too  much golf. Two rounds a day are plenty. 

— Harry  Vardon 

19. Golf and sex  are the only things you can enjoy without 

being good at either of  them.  — Raymond   Willis 

20. May thy ball  lie in green pastures, and not in still waters 

or small round sandy  regions. — Ben Hogan 

21. If I hit it  right, it's a slice. If I hit it left, it's a hook. If I hit 

it straight, it's  a miracle. — All Us  Hackers 

22. The difference  in golf and government is that in golf you 

can't improve your  lie. — George  Deukmejian 

AND  FINALLY................ 

23. Golf is a game  invented by the same people who think 

music comes out of a  bagpipe. — Lee Trevino 

A diplomatic husband said to his wife, "How do you expect me to remember your birthday when you never look any 

older?" 

 After the government takes enough to balance the budget, the taxpayer has the job of budgeting the balance. 

 Grandparents: the people who think your children are wonderful even though they're sure you're not raising them right.  
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THE ROVING EYE 
PART TWO - POT POURRI 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE / INSPIRATION 

 

Shania Day, turned out well this year with a good turnout of our Lions for this annual event, A day well spent.  Thank 

you for all those whom assisted. 

 

Yet again the skies were not good for us who planted trees on behalf of the Town of Markham. The planting was at 

Camp Chimo inside Milne Park.  We whom were there just got drenched. Thanks to the Leo Club for showing up, and 

working, and Thanks to Lion Nirmala, Lion Greg, Lion Jack, Lion Larry Todd, and Lion John Bell, 

 

Well folks this is my end for the May Newsletter see you in June …. 

 

Lion President Tim 

(Continued from page 1) 

This is a story about four people: Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.  

There was an important job to be done and Everybody was asked to do it.  

Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.  

Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did.  

Somebody got angry (about that) because it was Everybody's job. 

Everybody knew that Anybody could do it, but Nobody realised that Somebody wouldn't do it.  

And (/It ended up that) Everybody blamed Somebody because (/when) Nobody did what Anybody could have done.  

 

"Success - To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children; to earn the 

appreciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to 

leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; to know even 

one life has breathed easier because you have lived; this is to have succeeded."  

 

" 'Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our 

light, not our darkness, that most frightens us.' We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? 

Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small doesn't serve the world. There's nothing 

enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to shine, as children 

do. We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. And 

as we let our own light shine, we subconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As we're liberated from 

our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others."  

 

"A gossip talks to you about other people. A bore talks about himself. A brilliant conversationalist talks to you about 

yourself." 

INSPIRATIONS 
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DISTRICT 105 / EDITORIAL 

In preparing this bulletin, I happened 

to take a look at the website for 

MD19.  (British Columbia, Washing-

ton, and Northern Idaho.) It re-

minded me of my days as President, 

and as chair of Membership, Sick and 

Visiting.  MD19 have a club level 

mentoring program.  They have a 

new member manual.  We also envis-

aged a club level mentoring program.  We also worked 

on a manual for new members but never quite finished it, 

although it was handed out for 3 or 4 years.  

MD19 have a sponsor plus two assistants chosen by the 

sponsor to assist the new Lion, the manual,  and a check-

list.  We pictured a checklist, a manual, and assistants 

relative to the need.  For example District information 

would be provided by putting the new member on shift at 

something such as fireworks along with a past governor 

or Region Chair. When sales were slow they could dis-

cuss the District.  (Sponsors are often new Lions them-

selves and therefore not knowledgeable on District mat-

ters.) 

The point of this short look back is not ―I told you so.‖  

Rather it is to make the point that a system is required.  

This focuses attention on new members. This makes sure 

that new members do not fall through the cracks and are 

involved with the business of the club. 

The following is the index for the MD19 manual which is 

provided to encourage reflection. 

 Item             Page 

Orientation Checklist   2 

Table of Contents   3 

Where to get the most current information. 

     4 

About the Yelm Lions Club  5 

Our Major Projects   6 

Current Service Projects:   7 

Awards     8 

What happens at our Meetings  9 

Duties of MD19, District, Zone and Club Officers: 

     10 

The History of Multiple District 19  13 

Lions Clubs International History  17 

Useful Web Sites    19 

Frequently Asked Questions  22 

Acronyms and Terms to Remember 24 

 

It is likely easier to retain a good Lion than to find a new 

one. 

As we begin the third Millennium, Lions of Multiple District 105 are celebrating the Jubilee of the establishment of 

Lionism in the British Isles and Ireland. London (Host) was officially chartered on 1st March 1950, and Tonbridge 

and Brighton followed in quick succession. 

MD 105 Lions have a ―royal origin‖, courtesy of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, who sent her 

equerry Colonel Edward Wyndham (later Lord Leconfield) to Canada to thank the Lions for providing substantial 

funds for children orphaned during the Blitz. Colonel Wyndham was so impressed with the Canadian Lions that 

he decided a Club should be established in England. Subsequently, Windsor (Ontario) Lions Club sponsored Lon-

don (Host), as the first Club in the British Isles. Lord Leconfield was the Charter President, and meticulous in 

attending every meeting, where his tall, genial presence added distinction to their functions. 

Lions expanded rapidly throughout England. By 1953 the first Lions Club in Scotland was chartered in Glasgow 

and by 1955 the first Lions Club in Ireland in Dublin. In 1961, District 105 became a Multiple District with two 

Districts A and B. Today, MD 105 consists of 13 Districts, 944 Clubs and 20,000 men and women throughout the 

British Isles and Ireland. 

The birth of Lionism in the British Isles and Ireland is truly a success story. We have a lot to be proud of, but in 

this ever changing world there is a lot more charitable work to be done. "You can't get very far until you start 

doing something for somebody else" (Melvin Jones, Founder of Lions). 

file:///C:/Users/Dave/Documents/Downloads/OrientationGuide-Generic%20(1).doc#_Toc157093950#_Toc157093950
file:///C:/Users/Dave/Documents/Downloads/OrientationGuide-Generic%20(1).doc#_Toc157093951#_Toc157093951
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